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THE EMERGENCE OF A
TRANSFORMATION

(Bruce McKenzie, a former Rural Ministry worker with the Uniting
Church in Australia, has coupled his own experience with those of Frank
Dorsey, a pastor of a rural parish in Kansas USA in this article.)

"We began the year with Bute the only fully participating congregation in
what we hoped would become a cluster of congregations. We end the year with
9 participating congregations and 55 commissioned members of lay ministry
teams. Within the Presbytery there are another 20 people engaged in various
forms of lay ministry. All of this work is done voluntarily and with minimal
remuneration. All of the clergy are giving more than lip-service to the training
of lay people for ministry and mission.

There are at least 4 who recognise that lay ministry in their situation is the way
of the future. They are actively working to prepare for such an eventuation. It is
not too much to say that the climate in this Presbytery suggests a movement of
the Spirit."

Rev. Brian Robins
(The Frome Cluster, 1996)

These comments about the Frome Cluster in South Australia illustrate what
happens to a society undergoing a major paradigm shift. There are three
perspectives that need to be emphasised in paradigms that apply to
cooperating congregation ministries.

• Cooperative/collaborating/shared ministries is a new approach
to ministry that is emerging from the experience of the church
working in a radically changing society.

• While this approach appears to be increasingly effective, this
new paradigm must continue to be revised and shaped in
response to society's accelerating paradigm shift.

• If the new cooperating congregation ministry paradigms are to
be transformative rather than chaotic, like older church
paradigms have been in recent years, they must create new
congregations that respond to the whole range of human
needs.

The new paradigm has been emerging for a number of years in many parts
of the world, although there appears to have been very little sharing about
the common experience in countries and denominations till the mid 1980s.

Frank Dorsey, in reviewing the emergence of the new paradigm in
America and England writes:

Let me now speak about some of the history that led to the
emergence of the new cooperative ministry paradigm. For several
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years before 1969 the rural church and the communities it served
had been experiencing tremendous change. In response to these, in
1959 Marvin T. Judy wrote The Larger Parish and Group Ministry
which initially called the Church's attention to cooperative ministry.
In 1967 this book was revised under the title of The Cooperative
Parish in Non-Metropolitan Areas. Then in 1971 it again was
rewritten as The Parish Development Process . Dr. Judy's books,
along with theoretical and philosophical papers prepared by other
writers, provided philosophical and theoretical frameworks for the
new cooperative ministry paradigm.

In 1964 the Council of Bishops of the United Methodist Church,
heard a report on cooperative parish ministry that Bishop Edwin R.
Garrison had been commissioned to carry out. Bishop Garrison had
consulted with those of us in the inner city of Kansas City, with
Harold McSwain and the staff of Hinton Rural Life Center, and
with other cooperative ministry leaders across the Church. When the
report and its supportive legislation were circulated, serious
cooperative ministry study was set in motion which had never taken
place before on conference, district and local levels. Over the next
several years the new philosophical and conceptual bases needed
for the emerging cooperative parish ministry paradigm began to
take shape.

In 1967 Protestant Parish had been written by Earl D. C. Brewer,
Harold W. McSwain, Barbara Pittard, and Theodore R. Runyon.
From their field studies of two parishes - one rural and the other
urban -  the authors posited a basic premise. Both parishes were
functioning more out of the prescriptions of their denominational
bureaucracies than from the ministering urgency of the Holy Spirit.
They wrote:  "Spirit without structure dies, and structure without
Spirit never lives. The two must be joined." As I read the book, I
began to understand that it was out of such thinking that many of the
concepts of the new paradigm were born.

You may not recall that in 1968 the Church of England adopted
"The Pastoral Measure of 1968" which changed Anglicanism's
Orders of Ministry for the first time in centuries. That document and
the 'new order' it created called for the formation of groups and
teams of ministers. In rural England it was referred to as Groups
and Teams in the Countryside. But in both urban and rural
England group and team ministries became realities. And in the
United Methodist Church cooperative ministry-oriented changes
also were taking place. Annual conference cooperative ministry
plans were written and circulated by several annual conferences,
and a workbook titled "Parish Re-Formation: Idle Dream or
Realistic Vision?" was produced by Harold McSwain and Gladys
Campbell from Hinton Rural Life Center.

(A Resource Notebook for Cooperative Parish Ministry, pp 24-25)
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This is not to claim that shared ministry as a 'structural' phenomena is not
much older, it is, but such ministry was designed to perpetuate the old
paradigms of ministry. The goal was to return, as soon as possible, to an
ordained minister-centred, led and managed approach to ministry.

An example of the catalysts that have encouraged the church to search for
a new paradigm is effective communication, communication being pivotal
to most aspects of ministry and an aspect of society that has and is
continuing to change dramatically in most of its characteristics if not its
purpose.

Not only have information technologies changed the way people share
information, but information overload has increased peoples' suspicion of
the source, credibility, authority and meaning of much of the information
circulating in a community.

Initially, and in some quarters still, the church sought not to change its
ministry but the structures that encase the ministry. Such changes had an
immediate but short-term impact on church attendance but little or no
impact on participation in ministry.

However, some networks of church leaders, particularly those associated
with rural ministry in Victoria and New South Wales began strategising
about how cooperative ministry could respond missionally to rural
contexts.

From these deliberations the existing conceptual framework which focused
largely on "proper" organisation (structure), rigid geographical parish
territory, inward congregational programming, and bureaucratically
initiated institutional programming no longer could serve the complex
societal and church changes that were taking place.

It was the realisation that these established programmatic frameworks had
to change and a new framework which focused on ministering to the needs
of people and their churches and communities had to be initiated, that
triggered the visioning of a new paradigm of ministry.

This point of understanding is still not universal throughout the church as it
implies and requires many older perceptions dear to the Church and to
congregations to be replaced, a task threatening for some who see every
aspect of their life changing.

The new involves empowerment of laity, congregations, new collaborative
partnerships of christians and every organisational component of the
church, for nurturing and evangelistically-oriented missional outreach to
replace narrow institutionalised purpose and programming.

The new paradigm, informed by the Spirit and Scriptive proposes
appropriate structures to release ministry structures that are not static but
contain processes that allow for evaluation and revisioning. From time to
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time, additional structures are expected to emerge which then would sense
newly identified ministering and missioned needs.

This process is described in many ways including "learning
congregations", "structure follows strategy", but for those engaged in the
models of collaborative ministry described below the theological dictum:
"structure follows vision given by the Spirit", is preferred.

Frank L. Dorsey in A Resource Notebook for Cooperative Parish Ministry
writes about the shock that is experienced during the transition being
described above.

This new paradigm was born as a result of rapid social changes in
which the Church was immersed. The movement began in the
"Future Stock Era" and even now still is being reformed by today's
time of accelerating change. Whether you live and minister in an
urban or a rural place you know what I am talking about. The best
way I can describe what is happening is to tell a story.

In a small community that had only one grocery store a boy walked
in, went to the detergent section and picked up a box of Tide. He
went to the counter, reached into his pocket, took out money and
paid for it. The grocer said, "Johnnie, what are you buying the Tide
for?" Johnnie responded, "I am going to wash my dog". "Oh", the
grocer said, "This is harsh detergent. It could hurt your dog:. "Aw, I
don't think it will hurt him", Johnnie said. He then put his money on
the counter, took the box of Tide and went out the door. Several days
later Johnnie was back in the store. The grocer asked: "How's your
dog?" "He's dead", said Johnnie. "Oh!", the grocer said, "I told you
not to wash him in that detergent." "I don't think the Tide killed
him", said Johnnie; "I think it was the  spin cycle  that got him". We
live in a spin cycle age. And instead of future shock we now suffer
from "spin shock". Often we can't find the ground under our feet.
Change is accelerating so fast that it often is difficult to articulate a
sense of direction. And unless we find direction in the vortex of the
spin cycle, like Johnnie's dog we will perish.

The new paradigm that we began to vision in the era of future shock
now continues to be formed in the vortex of spin shock. In his book:
The Crucified God, Jurgen Moltmann writes, "A church which
cannot change in order to exist for the humanity of man
(humankind) in changed circumstances becomes ossified and dies. It
becomes an insignificant sect on the margin of a society undergoing
rapid social change." It is clear to me that if the Church, and the
cooperative ministries it will form, are to find purpose in today's
vortex of change, they must "exist for the humanity of persons in
changed circumstances". At its center the new paradigm must have
the biblical perspective of what it means to exist for humanity.
Existing for the humanity of persons relates to concern and active
responses to the hurts and needs of all of humanity: their spiritual
yearnings, communal and physical needs, sense of personal purpose
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and value, and the communities, institutions and environment that
support them. The Church in its various forms must address the
humanity of persons in today's world intentionally and effectively, or
face the probability of becoming insignificant, irrelevant and
marginalised.

I have used the word "paradigm" several times in this presentation.
It now is in common use. Thomas Kuhn's book, The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, points out that in science every so often older
paradigms break down, and that when this happens new ones
emerge. A paradigm itself is not reality. It is, however, the
conceptual framework that "holds" - explains, justifies or calls for
new structures, and provides meaning - a reality. When any given
paradigm no longer can "hold" a given reality, the time is ripe for a
new one to be called forth. In science when a paradigm shift takes
place, a scientific revolution takes place. In the Church when a
paradigm shift takes place, there is reformation.

In a time when there is an accelerated paradigm shift, cooperative
ministry must be about the creation of Christian communities that
embrace the full humanity of persons - spiritual, social and physical.
This demands a new style for ministry . . . new ways of thinking
about the Church's and the churches'  mission, a new order of
ministry that embraces cooperating teams of staff members,
covenanting relationships among laity and congregations, and new
structural patterns that can carry and deliver on the visions the Holy
Spirit is placing before the Church. What I am talking about here is
holistic reformation that calls for renewal of purpose, discipling of
the faithful for service in community as well as nurturing of
congregants, advocacy on behalf of the poor, weak and
disenfranchised, and new and effective structural church
configurations that can support reformation. Laity and pastors who
together experience this paradigm shift and are willing to go about
the painful task of church reformation will find that they are creating
"new community". This happens in the Church just as it does in
science. (pp 27-28)

Dorsey goes on to suggest some guiding principles for a cooperative
ministry movement:

Let me suggest some guiding principles for a cooperative ministry
movement that has as its major purpose the creation of community
for service to the full humanity of persons.

First, we must never allow a government or a social class to subvert
us into substituting charity for justice. If we do, we will destroy the
fabric of community. That is, real justice equates with true
community, and injustice equates with chaos.

Secondly, Walter Brueggemann's book, Living Toward a Vision, lists
guiding principles for personhood and community that seem
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particularly relevant to the work of a cooperative ministry's staff
team and the church leaders and groups that provide structure for a
cooperative congregation.

"Personhood" must guide the planning and actions of cooperative
ministries. Personhood is a gift bestowed by a community on its
members. The gift includes the right to a name, inclusion in the memory
and hopes of the community, and sufficient well being to enjoy name,
memory and hope. This is what Jesus did which we still dramatise in
baptism. Cooperative ministries must facilitate this guiding principle.

"Community" for persons must guide cooperative ministry leaders as they
call persons into the ministries of their cooperatives. Community consists
of a network of persons in covenant with one another who have made
solemn promises about sustaining and caring, and defending and
enhancing one another. Covenanting by cooperative ministries must
include communities and society as well as the Church.

Cooperative ministries should operate on the principle that "Personhood"
is enhanced when it is granted freedom and power to choose. Conversely,
personhood is diminished when persons are either deprived of choices or
denied the power to act on choices that affect their well-being. This
means that cooperative ministry decision making must be broadly based
and inclusive of the varieties of groups within a cooperative ministry's
area.

Cooperative ministries should operate on the principle that "Community"
is enhanced when all of their members are committed to the humanity,
the well being of all persons. Conversely, community is diminished when
some members hold out on others, set themselves above others, or just
plain don't care. This means that cooperative ministries must be inclusive
of all persons in their geographical areas of responsibility.

In 1967, shortly before his life was cut short by an assassin's bullet,
Dr Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote these words which continue
speaking to us today:

"We are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is
today. We are confronted with the fierce urgency of now. In this
unfolding conundrum of life and history there is such a thing as being
too late. Procrastination still is the thief of time. Life often leaves us
standing bare, naked and dejected with a lost opportunity. The tide in the
affairs of men does not remain at the flood. It ebbs. We may cry out
desperately for time to pause in her passage, but time is deaf to every plea
and rushes on. Over the bleached bones and jumbled residues of
numerous civilisations are written the pathetic words: "Too late". There is
an invisible book of life that faithfully records our vigilance or our
neglect. The moving finger writes, and having writ moves on . . ."  We
still have a choice today: Non violent coexistence or violent
coannihilation. This may be mankind's last chance to choose between
chaos and community.

(pp. 30-32)

In summary collaboration is a new paradigm for the church as it exists
within society's accelerating paradigm shift.
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For us in the church it is vital that we be involved with the visioning and
shaping of society's new paradigm. We can do this by empowering the
church's new style for ministry - the cooperative ministry paradigm.

The Uniting Church in Australia, National Assembly Working Groups on Mission and
Evangelism has added this article to the on line Mission Folio in September 2001.

The folio is made up of papers and reports reflecting on mission and evangelism in the
Australian context.  The folio includes a number of papers from the National Theological
Consultation held in Adelaide in 2000 and will progressively include some of the major
statements from the Assembly over the past twenty-five years. We would be pleased to
hear from you and this is an invitation for you to send papers for inclusion in the folio.

For further information Contact the Rev Dean Eland at deanelnd@melbpc.org.au
Phone at 03 9311 1161 or fax at 03 9311 2665. PO Box 384 SUNSHINE 3020.

This article is one of twenty articles included in “Congregations Learning Together for the
Future; a Workbook to help plan and create cluster ministries”, produced by the
Commission for Mission, Synod of Victoria in November 1996. Editors Bruce McKenzie
and Rev Dean Eland.


